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General Comments 
 
On the whole, the paper was slightly more challenging in comparison with the previous year’s 
paper.  Overall, the general quality of students’ work was in line with last year’s cohort and it 
seems that students and teachers have a better understanding of the specification 
requirements and assessment tasks.  Some students at the upper end of the ability range 
scored very high marks while the performance of the students in the middle and the lower 
end of the ability range was similar to the previous year. 
 
On the whole, the majority of students found the paper well within their reach and attempted 
every question.  The answers provided by the majority of students were well structured and 
interesting and they managed to score similar marks in comparison with the previous year’s 
cohort. 
 
Section 1 
 
Comprehension questions: 
 
This section was more accessible than the previous year as there were two small passages 
set for reading and comprehension.  These two passages were on two different topics and 
students found these interesting.  Students of all abilities scored reasonably good marks.  
Questions 1 to 7 were set on the first passage which covered the topic ‘KeqI iv<c iksanA ¥ laB 

ikveM hove’  and questions 8 to 13 were set on the topic ‘musIbq wa karn bxI pOlIQIn’ .  The 

majority of students did well and scored quite highly in this section.  
 
Question 1 
 
This question was attempted by all students and the majority of them provided the correct 
answer:  “pNjab sare rajA naloM iZ]awa ]naj pEwa krwa hE.”   Only a few students at the lower end 

could not answer this question.  
 
Question 2  
 
The majority of students answered this question well and provided the required answer which 
was “ pNjab wI KeqI  krn yog ZmIn sare weS wI ZmIn wa wo pRqISq ih<sa hE  .”  There were some 

students at the lower end of the ability range who could not understand this question and 
answered it with incorrect responses. 
 
Question 3 
 
This question was answered well by the majority of students and almost all students who 
answered this correctly provided both points mentioned in the text: “iksanA ne m<CI palx, KuNBA 

[uga[ux ]qe de]rI we kNm kIqe  ]qe iznHA nal [unHA wI ]ariQk halq iv<c suWar hoiz]a /  ]amwnI vW 

gzI .”  

 
Question 4 
 
This question appeared to be demanding as it required students to mention two points.   
They had to mention the difficulties farmers are facing which were “PslA wI cNgI kImq nhIM 

iml rhI ]qe ibjlI qe paxI wI bhuq Gat hE ” and the majority of students answered this part very 

well but the second part of the question required the consequences of these problems and a 
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significant number of students could not answer this part and lost one mark.  The required 
answer was “[unHA wa Krc vW irha hE ]qe [unHA isr krZa vI iZ]awa ho irha hE .”  

 
Question 5 
 
This question was accessible and the majority of students managed to score full marks in 
this question.  They were required to write four suggestions for “KeqIbafI ¥ laBwaizk bna[ux 

lzI iksanA ¥ kI kI krna cahIwa hE” and there were at least six suggestions in the text.  

 
Question 6  
 
This question appeared to be challenging and the majority of students could not score full 
marks.  The common errors were made in part 6(ii) kwm cu<kxa/ pulAGA pu<txa 6(iii)  pihlA naloM 

halq cNgI / suWar and 6(iv) kImq imlxI / mu<l pExa as these words were not provided as 

answers.   
 
Question 7  
 
These questions 7 to 13 were set on the second passage on a different topic.  It made the 
paper interesting and it covered a wider range of topics than the previous year’s paper.  This 
question was only partly answered by the students.  There was a strong distracter in the 
passage that “pOlIQIn  ¥ ZmIn heT wba iw<qa jAwa hE ” but the required answer was “jwoM  pOlIQIn 

¥ jlaiz]a jAwa hE qA – and a significant number of students did not answer the second part 

requiring that as a consequence “ZihrIlI]A gEsA pEwa huNwI]A hn ]qe iznHA nal vaqavrx wUiSq 

huNwa hE / mnu<KI jIvn lzI Kqra pEwa  hUNwa     hE .”  

Question 8 
 
This question was answered well by almost all students.  Only a few students at the lower 
end of the ability range could not answer it correctly.   
 
Question 9 
 
This question was attempted very well by the majority of students.  A significant number of 
students scored a mark in this question. 
 
Question 10 
 
This question appeared to be challenging and students at the upper end of the ability range 
answered it well but students with lower ability could not deduce the information from the text 
and wrote incorrect responses.  The correct response was “leKk iPkrmNw hE ik pOlIQIn wa gNw 

izNna iZ]awa vW irha hE ik izs qe kabU pa[uxa muSkl ho javega.” 

 
Question 11  
 
This question required two points but a number of students answered it providing only one 
and the first point srkar pOlIQIn wI vrqoM qe rok lave.”   The second part of the answer was that 

“ivig]anI]A wI sOKI qrH gl skx valI pOlIQIn wI Koj krn iv<c mww kre”  and this point was 

given by approximately half of the students who scored full marks. 
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Question 12 
 
This question was attempted very well by almost all students and they scored high marks on 
this question.  Students were required to put a or  or a ? against the statements.  Since 
there were strong distracters built in to the statements, approximately half of the students 
could score full marks on this question.  
 
Question 13 
 
Students provided a range of differentiated answers for this question.  If a student provided 
an antonym and spelled it correctly – it was awarded one mark; if he/she had used that 
antonym in a sensible sentence then he/she was awarded the full two marks for each part of 
the question.  This created differentiation in treating students fairly according to their 
answers.  There were students at the upper end who scored full marks while some students 
at the lower end could not score high marks.  The common mistake was made in writing an 
antonym of the Panjabi word ‘Kas/]am’  but some students provided the words ‘mamUlI jA 

]EvIM’  and they were awarded the marks. 

 
Awarding the marks for Knowledge of Grammar in Section 1 was very crucial in some cases 
as the students answered the questions by copying the parts of the extract by matching 
some words.  However, marks were awarded according to the quality of work produced by 
the students answering all questions in Section 1.  Question 13 was extremely useful in this 
determination as it required students to write their own sentences.  Other questions also 
gave students a real opportunity to write their answers in their own words.  Some students at 
the upper end of the ability range produced extremely good quality content and the language 
used by them was of a good standard. 
 
Section 2 
 
This question was comparable with the previous year’s question and made similar demands 
on students.  This year’s text was based on an interesting and relevant topic.  The text set for 
translation was portraying a picture of students coming from India to study in the United 
Kingdom.  Almost all students could relate to the Panjabi text very well as it was an 
appropriate topic on a familiar situation in the Punjabi society.  The majority of students 
understood the language, context and the content of the extract and the majority of them did 
well in translating it into English.  
 
A number of students translated the first sentence very well.  A significant number of 
students used ‘Punjabi students’ instead of Indian students.  A lot of students missed out the 
word ‘get admission,’ and a significant number of students did not understand the Panjabi 
equivalent of ability ‘yogqa’ and they translated that as intelligence or contribution which were 

not relevant.  There were a number of words students did not include in their translations 
which were ‘hr sal, pihl, yogqa’ etc.  The first sentence of the second paragraph was 

misunderstood by a number of students and they translated ‘as many students go to 
universities there are twice as many Indian students.’  On the whole, the text was well 
received by students and they scored marks according to their abilities. 
  
Section 3 
 
This task appeared to be very accessible making a similar demand in comparison with last 
year’s paper and was attempted well by all students except one who did not attempt any 
section.  Students were asked to write an article for their school magazine on the topic of 
their favourite job.  They were required to elaborate on the points given in the question. 
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This task appeared to be interesting and students had a very good knowledge of this topic.  
The majority of students provided thorough answers and elaborated very well on the points 
given.  Their answers were interesting and supported with real examples, based on their 
experience and logical opinions.  These students managed to score high marks, more able 
students and students with average ability were able to produce good language and they 
scored reasonably high marks for their knowledge of grammar.  A majority of students at the 
upper end of the ability range managed to score very high marks in this section.  In some 
cases the quality of work and language was outstanding. 
 
A few students at the upper end of the ability range produced extremely good language but 
they produced irrelevant responses as they based their articles on their experience.  These 
students had difficulties in addressing the points given and wrote a letter which was not 
required by this question.  However, the content of some of these articles was appropriate in 
the context of the challenge set in this question.  These students were awarded marks 
wherever they provided an acceptable response to the points given.  They justified their 
answers with their opinion on the points raised in the question.  
 
Most students were able to deal with the task very well despite making a mistake of writing a 
letter.  Students at the lower end of the ability range didn’t elaborate on all points and they 
were awarded marks accordingly. 
 
A few less able students did not produce much work and one student did not write anything 
in this section and this student’s knowledge of the Panjabi language appeared to be a barrier 
in this matter.  A few students at the lower end had a limited knowledge of Panjabi that they 
could not spell simple words.  They copied some sentences from the stimulus given in the 
paper to start the task in Section 3 but their sentences were not structured appropriately.  
The common mistakes they made were agreement of verb with singular, plural, masculine 
and feminine subjects and the verb ending. 
 
Concluding remarks: 
 
On the whole, the paper appeared to be fair, well balanced, and slightly demanding in 
comparison with last year’s paper.  Although most students demonstrated good knowledge of 
the key vocabulary, there was evidence of poor spelling and syntax error especially in 
complex sentences.  Teachers are advised to train students to read and understand the 
questions, the demands made by the question and the marks allocated to the question as 
some students only answered parts of some questions in Section 1.  It is advised that 
teachers should discuss how the language works in terms of grammatical structures as this 
unit is providing a bridge between GCSE and A level.  In order to score high marks they 
should elaborate on the points given in their own words.  Where students are giving their 
opinion they should justify with logical reasons and examples. 
 
 
Mark Ranges and Award of Grades 
 
Grade boundaries and cumulative percentage grades are available on the Results statistics 
page of the AQA Website. 
 

Convert raw or scaled marks into marks on the Uniform Mark Scale (UMS) by using the 
link below  

UMS conversion calculator www.aqa.org.uk/umsconversion. 

 

http://web.aqa.org.uk/over/stat.php



